
CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

The purpose of this research is to analyze the talk-in interaction between 

supervisor and student in the context of thesis supervision. Three main points are 

highlighted to draw the focus of this research. They are to analyze how supervisor 

assessed student’s capability to conduct her topic, how student designed her talks 

to get the needed information from the supervisor and how both of them managed 

to deal with potential problem in their talks.  The findings of this research show that 

in assessing student’s capability in conducting her proposed thesis, the supervisor 

did many interactive ways that involved asking display questions regarding the topic, 

interrupting student’s turn in talking, bringing up new questions about the thesis draft 

after long gaps, and throwing questions back to answer the student’s questions. Next, 

how the student designed her talk to pry needed information from the supervisor 

was well constructed where her questions and the way she delivered it also show 

her own good capability in comprehending the issues under discussion. Last, both 

student and supervisor were found to be well-aware of the problems arose in their 

conversation and were able to cover it together in their own role in the institutional 

talk. Further analysis found that these findings indicated mutual effort in bringing 

the supervision meeting forward to reach their intended goal. 

 



5.2 Suggestion 

There is still limited number of study that devoted to the issue how 

supervisors and student negotiated a proposed topic before they reach agreement 

that the topic will be qualified for ‘full thesis’.  Therefore, more research on this 

topic needs to be undertaken since there are many intriguing findings on the thesis 

topic-building from this supervision context can benefit both participants and 

researchers. Further research can usefully explore these issue to develop a better 

understanding of what kind of designed talks can meet the goal of the institutional 

talk better. Furthermore, this research has focused on three highlighted points of a 

supervision meeting. Taken together, each point has successfully shown different 

perspective in a supervision meeting, started from the supervisor’s and the student’s 

role to their combined effort in problem solving. Future research is suggested to 

focus on one perspective to obtain deeper understanding of each highlighted point. 

Repair analysis is strongly recommended since the perspective findings are 

expected to be able to help students and supervisor to know how to deal with 

problems that arise in their institutional talks better. More information on 

institutional talk analysis would help the next researcher to establish a greater 

degree of accuracy on analyzing it. Last, a reasonable approach to analyze these 

fields can be by using conversation analysis since it can give more insight to a 

pattern of how an interaction is constructed and developed. 

 

 



 


